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Testimonials 

 
 Excellent, high quality and perfectly prepared teaching that is extremely relevant to the FRCR 

anatomy exam. Brilliant effort from Dr Khan et al! (UK). 

 "Very informative especially when one has already done their personal reading. Now I’m very 
confident in my head and neck anatomy" (Kenya). 

 Excellent session on head and neck. Dr Khan was able to portray a very complicated topic into a 
simple, easy to understand format by showing first a pictorial view of  structural anatomy 
followed by the radiological view. This helped me to understand it in a much more structured 
way. It really does come to show that Dr Khan must spend countless hours devising the best 
method to teach anatomy and radiology and shows the level of peak commitment to do this 
week in week out! Thank you very much - we are all very grateful (UK). 

 Really appreciate the effort that Dr. Khan and his team are putting in this sessions (Saudi Arabia). 

 "Great structured education Superb tutor" (Egypt). 

 Dr Khan is a star of radiology, a celebrity must say (Pakistan). 

 Excellent, Dr Khan is the best (UK). 

 Blessed having the sessions by genius teachers (UK). 

 Dr Sami is the best  radiology teacher of the world, head and neck radiology is quite difficult for 
all of us because of lot of spaces, arteries, nerves etc. , he did best to clarify all small anatomical 
structures with correlation and  with clinical significance (Pakistan). 

 Excellent systematic lectures (Ghana). 

 One of the best teaching session ever. Dr Khan is very knowledgeable. And provided lucid  
valuable detail  information (Algeria). 

 Dr Khan has managed to explain osteomeatal complex and pterygopalatine fossa in such a 
straightforward easily understandable way. I think I will never have any more issues with 
understanding these concepts. Simply great explanations and reinforced with DICOM and quiz 
at the end of the talk (UK). 

 Great and valuable session (Malaysia). 

 It was an excellent session and was perfect for me. Thank u (Canada). 
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 Great teaching (Pakistan). 

 Just amazing, lots of love to Dr Khan and his team (UK). 

 Dr. Sami’s style of teaching is priceless (Pakistan). 

 Dr Khan in three hours managed to explain so much. His presentation was beautiful and 
painstakingly put together with so many nice diagrams, and cross sections. Appreciate the 
repetition of the important structures (UK). 

 Excellent, Awesome, No words for such outclass dedicated teaching sessions (Pakistan). 

 Thank you so much. It is very kind of Dr Khan and his team to offer this very high quality teaching 
voluntarily. It is very much appreciated (UK). 

 Head and neck anatomy is very challenging. This session made it easier to understand (Pakistan). 

 Excellent. Great learning experience with you sir (UK). 

 Loved it (Kenya). 

 Very useful session, v elaborate and informative. Thanks for wonderful sessions (Pakistan). 

 Excellent - thank you very much Dr Khan and Dr Nicholas (UK). 

 Amazing, first time joining and will definitely watch future sessions (UK). 

 Very useful and excellent as always! I never miss DKT teaching! (UK). 

 Outstanding session (UK). 

 Amazing thank you (UK). 

 Thank you for the excellent session! (UK). 

 Excellent teaching as always! (UK). 

 Wonderful informative lecture (Sudan). 

 Marvellous (UAE). 

 Best lecture by best radiologist of the world Dr.Sami (Pakistan). 

 Thank u Dr.Sami and there team for such great services to radiology community (Pakistan). 

 It’s an excellent lecture and perfect in every way in this lockdown (Pakistan). 

 5 star recommend. Very insightful lectures (Kenya). 

 Brilliant (Pakistan). 

 It’s so good in simple way so we improve our cross sectional anatomy thanks (Pakistan). 

 Fabulous (India). 

 Excellent teaching , must attend for FRCR exams (UK). 

 Excellent 10/10 (UK). 

 Dr Khan is amazing teacher (Pakistan). 

 It was great! (UK). 

 Perfect (Pakistan). 

 It was an exceptional session (Pakistan). 

 Good explanation of anatomy (UK). 

 It’s teaching style is superb (Pakistan). 

 I wish someone had taught us pterygopalatine fossa like this in med school anatomy (Pakistan). 

 Excellent session (Pakistan). 

 The entire presentation was superb (Egypt). 

 Dr Khan's little tips for exam and clinical reporting were the most useful, as it makes dull 
anatomy facts clinically relevant and brings student interest back to the info being shared (UK). 

 Everything superb (Pakistan). 

 Sir Sami's teaching style is amazing! (Pakistan). 

 Excellent session again. Thank you! (UK). 

 Everything in the session was excellent. . Concepts are so clearer now (Pakistan). 

 Fantastic. An absolute must for First FRCR anatomy of this tricky area (UK). 
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 Such an comprehensive explanation of head and neck anatomy (Saudi Arabia). 

 Explanation of the radio anatomy on the DICOM and PACKS. Valuable ++++. Thank you for 
referring some good books because we feel lost on the number of books available so we can 
consolidate our learning in our own time (Algeria). 

 Dividing the anatomy up into sections instead of teaching it as one large area. Excellent session 
and it has increased my confidence and anatomy knowledge (UK). 

 Excellent (UK). 

 Step by step approach of showing the anatomical picture then on imaging. I loved that you have 
a quiz at the end too! Well executed (UK). 

 Great explanations and anatomical images as always. Helpful tips to help us orientate ourselves 
with the anatomy. Great tips for the anatomy exam. Thank you for the extremely high quality 
and well prepared teaching! Thank you for your time (UK). 

 Exceptional explanations, simplified difficult anatomical topics into bite size chunks (UK). 

 Thank you so much Dr Khan and team. This is really helpful and exam oriented session. It makes 
anatomy so easy to articulate. Thumbs up (UK).  
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